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Automated calculation of fundamental frequencies: Application to AlH 3
using the coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles with perturbative
triples method
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An automated scheme for calculating numerical derivatives of functions is presented and applied to
the Taylor expansion of potential energy surfaces. The computational cost is reduced by invoking
the symmetry properties of noncubic groups. The scheme is applied to the quartic force field of
isotopomers of AlH3 by numerical differentiation of the CCSD~T! energy, using the cc-pCVQZ
basis for the harmonic part of the potential and the cc-pCVTZ basis for the anharmonic part. From
this force field, zero-order vibrational corrections to the geometry and the fundamental frequencies
are calculated by second-order perturbation theory. The results are compared with experiment and
previous calculations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1583671#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Given the level of accuracy now routinely obtainab
from electronic structure calculations on small molecules
is possible to compute anharmonic force fields that are a
rate enough to assist with the analysis and interpretatio
experimental vibrational spectra. In addition, when high
accurate molecular properties are to be computed, it beco
important to make good estimates of the vibrational con
butions in order to make meaningful comparisons with
periment. For diatomic molecules, the potential energy ‘‘s
face’’ is one-dimensional and the vibrational energy lev
and vibrational corrections to properties can be straight
wardly calculated in several ways: By solving the vibration
Schrödinger equation variationally,1 by perturbation theory,2

or by numerical integration.3 For polyatomic molecules
variational calculations are more complicated and tim
consuming, and vibrational energies and contributions
properties are usually accounted for by perturbat
theory.4–7

Whatever method is chosen for treating the vibratio
problem, we need some representation of the potential
ergy surface~and possibly the property surface!. One pos-
sible approach is to fit an analytical surface to the ene
calculated at selected points—see, for example, Refs. 8 a
for energy surfaces and~Ref. 10! for property surfaces. How
ever, the ad hoc nature of this approach makes it labor
and difficult to automate—in particular, for systems conta

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
torgeira@kjemi.uio.no
1950021-9606/2003/119(4)/1951/10/$20.00
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ing more than a few atoms. A more systematic approach i
construct a Taylor expansion of the potential energy aro
some reference geometry (Re)

E~Re1d!5E~Re!1(
i

Ei~Re!d i1
1
2(

i j
Ei j ~Re!d id j

1 1
6 (

i jk
Ei jk~Re!d id jdk

1 1
24(

i jkl
Ei jkl ~Re!d id jdkd l¯ . ~1!

There are a few possible variations to this scheme,4–7,11and
the order of the Taylor expansion needed may vary, depe
ing on the property described. In particular, for the calcu
tion of vibrational energy levels, there are methods that e
ploy several less extensive Taylor expansions to represen
full potential energy surface.12–14

To set up a Taylor expansion of the potential energy,
need to generate a large number of derivatives of the en
at the reference point. Such derivatives may be generate
several ways: Analytically, numerically, or by a combinatio
of analytical and numerical techniques. In the analyti
scheme, the derivatives are calculated directly from anal
cally derived expressions; in the fully numerical scheme,
derivatives are obtained by finite differences of the total
ergy. The main advantages of the analytical scheme are
low computational cost and high precision; its main disa
vantage is that it requires a substantial programmining eff
which must largely be repeated for each new property
wave function model considered. As a result, the availabi
il:
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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of analytical derivatives varies considerably between diff
ent properties and different models. For example, second
rivatives of the total energy~i.e., molecular Hessians! are
widely available for simple computational models lik
Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham and for a few more com
cated models such as second-order Møller–Plesset~MP2!
perturbation theory,15 coupled-cluster singles-and-doubl
~CCSD! theory,16 and CCSD theory with perturbative corre
tions for triples@CCSD~T!#.17,18 By contrast, even first de
rivatives ~i.e., molecular gradients! are not available for ex-
plicity correlated methods such as the linear-R12 method19

Third and fourth derivatives, which are needed for the cal
lation of anharmonicities, are not generally available for a
computational model beyond self-consistent field~SCF!.20–23

Numerical differentiation is usually more time
consuming than the analytical scheme; also, it suffers fr
lower precision. Its main attraction is the ease with which
may be implemented, with little or no duplication of effo
for new properties and wave function models. It thus nic
complements the analytical approach in that it may easily
implemented in those cases where no analytical schem
available. It may also be used in combination with the a
lytical scheme—for example, by calculating cubic and qu
tic force constants by numerical differentiation of analy
cally calculated second derivatives.

In the following, we present a general scheme for
calculation of numerical derivatives as implemented in
DALTON program system.24 DALTON has extensive function
ality with respect to the calculation of molecular properties
the Hartree–Fock, Kohn–Sham, multiconfigurational se
consistent field~MCSCF!, configuration-interaction~CI!, and
coupled-cluster levels of theory. However, analytical m
lecular Hessians are available only for the Hartree–Fock
MCSCF models,25 in addition to molecular gradients at th
Kohn–Sham, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels of theory.26

To exploit fully the extensive functionality ofDALTON, there
is thus a strong need for an automated scheme for the ca
lation of numerical derivatives of molecular properties
well as total energies. For previous work on the calculat
of derivatives by a mixed analytical–numerical scheme,
Refs. 27 and 28.

In addition to presenting the implementation of nume
cal derivatives inDALTON, we also describe an application
the calculation of harmonic and fundamental vibrational
ergies of AlH3 at the CCSD~T! level of theory—in the cc-
pCVQZ basis for the harmonic part of the potential ene
surface and in the cc-pCVTZ basis for the anharmonic p
Our results are compared with experiment and previous
culations.

II. GENERAL SCHEME FOR NUMERICAL
DIFFERENTIATION

To set up a general scheme for numerically different
ing some functionP(x1 ,x2 ,...,xm) at the reference poin
X05(x1

0,x2
0,...xm

0 ), we begin with the standard three-poi
formula
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dP

dxi
5

P~x1 ,...,xi1d,...,xm!2P~x1 ,...,xi2d,...,xm!

2d
.

~2!

Iterating this formulan5n11n2¯1nm times, we obtain

dnP

dx1
n1dx2

n2
¯dxm

nmU
x5x0

5d2n (
k1 ,k2 ,...km

bk1

n1bk2

n2
¯bkm

nmP~x1
01k1d,x2

0

1k2d,...,xm
0 1kmd!, ~3!

where the summation ranges are

2 intS nl11

2 D<kl< intS nl11

2 D . ~4!

To obtain the factorsbk
n , we first generate the auxiliary co

efficientsai
n by recursion

a0
051, ~5!

ai
n5ai 21

n212ai 11
n21, ~6!

noting thatai
n50 for i .n and then set

bk
n52i5a2k

2i , ~7!

bk
n52i 115 1

2~a2k22
2i 2a2k12

2i !. ~8!

Clearly, this scheme is independent of the nature of the fu
tion P, which may correspond to the total electronic ener
or to a molecular property such as the molecular Hessia
an indirect nuclear spin–spin coupling constant.

The precision in the generatednth-order derivative Eq.
~3! is affected by the step lengthd in two ways. First, when
derivatives are obtained by finite differences, there is alw
a contamination from higher derivatives. Since the thr
point formula ensures that there is no contamination fr
derivatives of ordern11, we may write thistruncation error
in the form

«n
trn5ad2, ~9!

wherea is a constant of the same order of magnitude as
(n12)th derivative ofP. The truncation error is independen
of n, always increasing quadratically withd.

The second error in the numerical differentiation aris
from the errors in the individual function values entering t
derivative Eq.~3!. Assuming that each function value ha
been obtained to an errore ~typically of the order of 10210),
we get from Eq.~3! the following rounding error in the
numerical derivative:

«n
rnd5ed2n. ~10!

Clearly, unlike the truncation error, this error increases w
decreasing step lengthd and with increasingn. Since the
truncation error increases and the rounding error decre
with the step length, the smallest error occurs when the
contributing errors are identical

ad25ed2n. ~11!

The resulting optimal step lengthd is then given by
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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d5S e

a D 1/~n12!

. ~12!

As an example, consider the calculation of force consta
from total energies. Assuming that the derivatives are of
der unity and the energy is converged to an error of 10212,
we find that the optimal step lengths for the quadratic a
quartic force constants are 1023 and 1022, respectively.

III. SYMMETRIES OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY
SURFACE

For many systems, the time required for the calculat
of numerical derivatives may be significantly reduced by t
ing into account the point-group symmetry of the syste
Over the years, several such approaches have been rep
both for general point groups29–32 and for special
cases.19,33,34 The cost reduction has been obtained both
screening derivatives that are zero by symmetry and by
culating a set of independent force constants before gen
ing the remaining ones using the symmetry operations of
group. In the following, we outline the scheme implemen
in DALTON.

A. Symmetry-adapted Cartesian coordinates

Before considering the identification of symmetr
independent and symmetry-dependent force constants, l
briefly review the generation of symmetry-adapted Cartes
coordinatesXi

a . For non-Abelian point groups, we genera
the componentXi

a from the Cartesian coordinateX by pro-
jection

Xi
a5Pii

aX5
na

g (
G

Dii
a~G!* OGX, ~13!

whereOG is the matrix representation of the symmetry o
erationG, g is the order of the group, andna is the dimen-
sion of irreducible representation~irrep! a. The matrix rep-
resentations are constructed as direct products of
representations ofCn , S2n , Cs , or C2 , for which simple
analytical expressions exist. For example, sinceDnh5Cn

^ C2^ Cs , we may generate the matrix representations
Dnh from those ofCn , C2 , andCs . If a is degenerate, we
may obtain the other symmetry coordinates for this irrep
applying a shift operator

Xj
a5Pji

a Xi
a5

na

g (
G

D ji
a~G!* OGXi

a , ~14!

taking care to ensure that a complete linearly independ
set, that we choose to be orthogonal, is generated.

In passing we note that this procedure for generat
symmetry-adapted coordinates is a general one, and ca
applied to other sets of coordinates such as internal coo
nates. However, not all sets of internal coordinates are ea
constructed automatically, and thus would not be very w
suited for use in our scheme. One set of internal coordin
that is easily constructed automatically is norm
coordinates—see, for instance, Ref. 35. These normal c
dinates are by definition symmetry adapted, and could ea
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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be used in place of Cartesian coordinates in the follow
discussion of symmetries of the force constants.

B. Force constants

For a given set of irrepsa, b, g,..., consider the set o
force constants

Fi jk¯
abg¯5

dnE

dXi
adYj

bdZk
g
¯

, ~15!

where coordinateXi
a transforms as thei th row of irrep a,

and so on. In Abelian point groups, there is only one co
ponent of each irrep and the selection rule is very simp
The force constant vanishes unless the direct producta ^ b
^ g¯ is equal to the totally symmetric irrep. For non
Abelian groups, the situation is more complicated. In t
case, all force constants in Eq.~15! vanish if the direct prod-
uct a ^ b ^ g¯ does not contain the totally symmetric irre
However, even if the direct product contains the totally sy
metric irrep, many of the force constants in Eq.~15! may still
vanish or else be related to each other by symmetry relati
In the following we shall, therefore, examine in more det
the relations that exist among the force constantsFi jk¯

abg¯ for
fixed irrepsa, b, g,... .

To establish the required symmetry relations among
force constants, we apply the symmetry operations to
force constants and obtain29

Fi jk¯
abg¯5g21(

G
(

tuvx¯
@Dit

a~G!D ju
b ~G!Dkv

g ~G!¯#Ftuv¯
abg¯.

~16!

Before we examine the general case, it is instructive to c
sider the special case of harmonic force constants belon
to irreps that are not separably degenerate. In this case
matrix representations are real and the coefficients in
~16! may be simplified using the great orthogonality theore

(
G

Dit
a~G!D ju

b ~G!5
g

na
dabd i j d tu , ~17!

to yield

Fi j
ab5dabd i j na

21(
t

Ftt
aa , ~18!

wherei is any row of irrepa. In this special case, therefore
we need only determine one diagonal elementFtt

aa for each
irrep a directly; the remaining diagonal elements are iden
cal and the nondiagonal ones zero.

Returning to the general case Eq.~16!, it is convenient to
introduce the notation

f i jk¯5Fi jk¯
abg¯ ~19!

Di jk¯ ,tuv¯5
1

g (
G

Dit
a~G!D ju

b ~G!Dkv
g ~G!¯ . ~20!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. The number of energy points needed to construct quadratic, cubic, and quartic force fields.

Molecule Point group Quadratica Cubicb Quarticb

H3
1 D3h 14 13 19

C2v 33 23 41
C1 163 33 57

C5H5
2 D5h 57 1045 12 449

C2v 505 5003 55 689
C1 1801 17 393 189 617

C6H6 D6h 85 1685 23 835
D2h 221 4953 70 821
C1 2593 34 341 476 301

CO2 D9h 12 17 27
D2h 17 23 41
C1 163 73 137

NH3 C3v 52 57 135
Cs 124 145 413
C1 289 245 605

PH4
2 C4v 41 167 765

C2v 74 265 1189
C1 451 853 3157

C2H6 D3d 193 2227 21 199
C2h 493 3839 32 141
C1 1153 7213 57 397

aDifferentiation with respect symmetry-adapted Cartesian coordinates.
bDifferentiation with respect to normal coordinates.
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In the following, we consider Eq.~19! the elements of an
m-dimensional vectorf and Eq. ~20! the elements of an
m-by-m square matrixD. Equation~16! may now be written
in the matrix form

f5Df. ~21!

We first note that a given force constantf i jk¯ ~i.e., a particu-
lar element of the vectorf! vanishes if the corresponding ro
in the matrix Eq.~20! vanishes completely. This rule, whic
may be viewed as the generalization of the selection rule
Abelian point groups to non-Abelian groups, gives rise
greatest computational savings in our calculations.

Having established under which conditions elementsf
vanish, let us now establish symmetry relations among
nonvanishing elements off for non-Abelian point groups
Introducing the matrix

T5D2Im , ~22!

whereIm is them3m unit matrix, we may write Eq.~21! as
a linear, homogeneous set of equations

Tf50. ~23!

There are two cases to consider. If detTÞ0, the only solu-
tion to Eq. ~23! is f50 and all force constants are zero b
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
of
e

e

symmetry. By contrast, if detT50, there are nonzero solu
tions fÞ0. In this case, letn,m be the rank ofT. Rearrang-
ing rows and columns, we may then write Eq.~23! in block-
matrix form

S TDD TDI

TID TII
D S fD

fI
D5S 0n

0m2n
D , ~24!

wherefD are the elements of then symmetry-dependent forc
constants andfI the remainingm2n symmetry-independen
constants; the blocks ofT are defined in a similar manne
The selection of dependent and independent componen
made in such a manner that

detTDDÞ0, ~25!

so thatTDD is invertible. Expanding and rearranging the fir
row of Eq. ~24!, we then obtain

fD52TDD
21TDIfI , ~26!

from which we may calculate the symmetry-dependent fo
constants from the independent ones.

It should be noted that the classification of depend
and independent force constants is not unique. In princi
we may choose as our dependent force constants any s
constants for whichTDD is invertible. In practice, we choos
as our dependent constants those whose evaluation is
4
4
2
8

TABLE II. CCSD~T! bond distance~pm! and harmonic frequency~cm21! of AlH for 3<X<5.

r e v

T Q 5 T Q 5

cc-pVXZ 1s2p2p frozen 165.7 165.2 165.0 1681.1 1689.9 1688.
cc-pCVXZ 1s2s2p frozen 165.3 165.0 165.0 1681.1 1690.4 1689.
cc-pCVXZ 1s frozen 165.2 164.6 164.5 1676.4 1688.5 1689.

aug-cc-pVXZ 1s2s2p frozen 165.9 165.3 165.1 1666.1 1685.4 1686.
aug-cc-pCVXZ 1s frozen 165.3 164.7 1662.0 1684.8
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE III. CCSD~T! bond distance~pm! and harmonic frequencies~cm21! of AlH3 for 3<X<4.

r e v1 v2 v3 v4

T Q T Q T Q T Q T Q

cc-pVXZ 1s2s2p frozen 158.5 158.2 1940.7 1952.1 717.5 714.3 1947.3 1956.9 791.5 7
cc-pCVXZ 1s frozen 157.9 157.3 1940.8 1964.3 718.3 712.4 1946.0 1969.1 797.0 8
cc-pCVXZ 1s2s2p frozen 158.2 158.0 1941.6 1952.7 714.8 711.4 1946.5 1956.7 793.3 7

aug-cc-pVXZ 1s2s2p frozen 158.6 158.2 1937.9 1949.3 714.2 712.8 1937.9 1954.1 788.7 7
cu
m
e
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as
expensive. Often, this means those constants whose cal
tion would lead to the greatest lowering of the overall sy
metry. The scheme presented here for point-group symm
closely parallels the scheme presented for translational
rotational symmetries in Ref. 36, already implemented
DALTON.

In Table I, we illustrate the symmetry reductions in t
evaluation of force constants for a few selected molecu
For each molecule, we have listed the number of po
needed in the full point group, in the largest Abelian su
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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group, and without the use of point-group symmetry. T
reduction is proportional to the order of the point group.
going from the largest Abelian subgroup to the full poi
group, the largest saving is observed for molecules cont
ing an odd-order rotational axes.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The finite-difference scheme presented in Sec. II h
been implemented in a local version ofDALTON 1.2.24 In our
h
dinates
ipt gives
TABLE IV. CCSD~T! force fields for AlH3 and AlD3 calculated using the cc-pCVQZ basis~harmonic con-
stants! and the cc-pCVTZ basis~anharmonic constants!. The 1s orbital on Al has been kept frozen in bot
calculations. All constants are reported with respect to normalized normal coordinates, with the coor
sorted in order of decreasing frequency within each irrep. For the degenerate irreps, the attached subscr
the transformation property of the coordinate.

Constants AlH3 AlD3

F1a181a18
0.147 16 0.147 16

F1a291a29
0.021 43 0.025 64

F1e181e18
5F1e281e28

0.155 55 0.171 21
F2e182e18

5F2e282e28
0.025 83 0.027 91

F1a181a181a18
20.175 74 20.175 74

F1a181a291a29
0.022 51 0.026 92

F1a181e18e18
5F1a181e281e28

20.188 53 20.207 43
F1a181e182e18

5F1a181e282e28
0.000 95 20.002 00

F1a182e182e18
5F1a182e282e28

0.016 72 0.018 06
F1e181e181e18

52F1e181e281e28
20.139 94 20.162 94

F2e182e182e18
52F2e182e282e28

0.005 00 0.005 20
F2e182e181e18

52F2e282e281e18
52F2e181e282e28

20.013 21 20.015 15
F1e181e182e18

52F2e181e281e28
52F1e181e282e28

0.006 83 0.008 02
F1a181a181a181a18

0.182 34 0.182 34
F1a181a181a191a19

20.053 40 20.065 19
F1a191a191a191a19

0.005 14 0.008 36
F1a181a181e181e18

5F1a181a181e281e28
0.205 70 0.225 12

F1a181a181e182e18
5F1a181a181e282e28

20.001 94 0.002 25
F1a181a182e182e18

5F1a181a182e282e28
20.042 14 20.043 95

F1a181e181e181e18
52F1a181e181e281e28

0.154 12 0.179 28
F1a182e182e182e18

52F1a182e182e282e28
20.004 86 20.004 74

F1a191a191e181e18
5F1a191a191e281e28

20.052 60 20.070 70
F1a191a191e182e18

5F1a191a191e282e28
0.002 25 0.000 66

F1a191a192e182e18
5F1a191a192e282e28

0.007 15 0.010 16
F1e181e182e182e18

5F1e281e282e282e28
20.026 20 20.028 86

F1e181e182e282e28
5F2e182e181e281e28

20.081 76 20.095 11
F1a181e181e182e18

52F1a182e181e281e28
52F1a181e181e282e28

20.007 11 20.009 72
F1a181e182e182e18

52F1a182e181e282e28
52F1a181e182e282e28

0.030 34 0.034 18

F1e181e181e181e18
5F1e281e281e281e28

5
1
3 F1e181e181e281e28

0.346 19 0.422 13

F2e182e182e182e18
5F2e282e282e282e28

5
1
3 F2e182e182e282e28

0.013 45 0.021 22

F1e181e181e182e18
5F1e281e281e282e28

5
1
3 F1e181e181e282e28

5
1
3 F1e182e181e281e28

20.003 96 0.003 59

F1e182e182e182e18
5F1e282e282e282e28

5
1
3 F1e182e182e282e28

5
1
3 F2e182e181e282e28

0.004 28 0.001 61

F2e182e281e181e28
5

1
2 F2e182e181e181e18

2
1
2 F2e182e181e281e28

0.027 78 0.033 13
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE V. CCSD~T! force fields for AlH3 and AlD3 calculated using the cc-pCVQZ basis~harmonic constants!
and the cc-pCVTZ basis~anharmonic constants!. The 1s orbital on Al has been kept frozen in both calculation
All constants are reported with respect to normalized normal coordinates.

Constant AlH2D AlHD2 Constant AlH2D AlHD2

F1a11a1
0.199 97 0.171 63 F1a12a13a13a1

0.001 02 20.001 40
F2a12a1

0.136 91 0.125 14 F2a12a13a13a1
20.062 29 20.002 89

F3a13a1
0.016 10 0.031 74 F1a13a13a13a1

0.002 35 20.004 55
F1b11b1

0.021 88 0.023 06 F2a13a13a13a1
20.006 83 0.000 02

F1b21b2
0.026 66 0.193 60 F3a13a13a13a1

0.015 53 0.021 20
F2b22b2

0.099 81 0.021 86 F1a11a11b11b1
20.157 67 20.034 87

F1a11a11a1
0.359 12 20.232 25 F1a12a11b11b1

0.000 02 20.002 03
F1a11a12a1

0.007 80 20.003 77 F2a12a11b11b1
20.201 58 20.106 76

F1a12a12a1
0.003 73 20.003 33 F1a13a11b11b1

0.000 48 20.000 21
F2a12a12a1

20.222 74 0.327 97 F2a13a11b11b1
20.001 51 20.002 61

F1a11a13a1
0.003 43 0.004 30 F3a13a11b11b1

20.130 55 0.001 34
F1a12a13a1

0.003 74 0.003 17 F1b11b11b11b1
20.270 49 0.010 05

F2a12a13a1
0.001 38 0.005 24 F1a11a11b21b2

20.058 18 0.364 71
F1a13a13a1

0.000 65 0.023 57 F1a12a11b21b2
20.003 13 0.013 11

F2a13a13a1
0.021 17 0.001 29 F2a12a11b21b2

20.052 23 20.007 31
F3a13a13a1

0.004 96 0.005 23 F1a13a11b21b2
20.000 27 0.007 92

F1a11b11b1
20.004 36 0.010 21 F2a13a11b21b2

0.003 86 20.003 50
F2a11b11b1

0.026 58 20.030 37 F3a13a11b21b2
0.011 47 20.096 44

F3a11b11b1
0.000 78 20.000 27 F1a11a11b22b2

0.004 52 0.005 36
F1a11b21b2

20.008 91 20.262 58 F1a12a11b22b2
20.004 88 0.001 55

F2a11b21b2
0.017 16 20.007 41 F2a12a11b22b2

20.008 84 20.012 17
F3a11b21b2

20.004 55 20.008 03 F1a13a11b22b2
20.002 05 0.025 93

F1a11b22b2
0.005 82 20.002 76 F2a13a11b22b2

20.056 64 0.003 39
F2a11b22b2

0.004 33 20.006 31 F3a13a11b22b2
20.000 22 20.002 35

F3a11b22b2
0.020 85 20.006 89 F1a11a12b22b2

20.003 25 20.020 21
F1a12b22b2

0.001 30 0.000 70 F1a12a12b22b2
20.000 43 20.002 02

F2a12b22b2
20.234 83 20.030 85 F2a12a12b22b2

0.336 53 20.129 69
F3a12b22b2

20.006 81 20.004 75 F1a13a12b22b2
20.005 27 0.003 18

F1a11a11a11a1
0.728 83 0.310 04 F2a13a12b22b2

0.006 67 20.005 60
F1a11a11a12a1

0.021 37 0.010 47 F3a13a12b22b2
20.079 05 20.001 27

F1a11a12a12a1
0.000 65 20.002 81 F1b11b11b21b2

20.109 88 20.028 51
F1a12a12a12a1

0.000 51 20.000 99 F1b11b11b22b2
0.001 65 20.001 46

F2a12a12a12a1
0.301 25 0.642 96 F1b11b12b22b2

20.191 27 0.016 95
F1a11a11a13a1

0.009 61 20.010 68 F1b21b21b21b2
0.003 49 0.406 00

F1a11a12a13a1
0.000 41 20.003 25 F1b21b21b22b2

0.005 41 20.000 30
F1a12a12a13a1

20.004 11 0.000 69 F1b21b22b22b2
20.055 39 20.020 93

F2a12a12a13a1
20.002 92 0.011 24 F1b22b22b22b2

20.001 77 0.000 71
F1a11a13a13a1

20.003 09 20.075 73 F2b22b22b22b2
0.336 56 0.010 72
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implementation, finite-difference derivatives may be calc
lated to fifth order, either from the total energy itself or fro
analytically calculated gradients and Hessians. From ana
cal Hessians, we may thus generate up to seventh-orde
rivatives numerically, whereas fifth-order derivatives may
calculated from the energy itself. Work is in progress

TABLE VI. Equilibrium bond distance of AlH3 at different levels of theory.

Model Basis Ref. r e /pm

CCSD~T! cc-pVTZ ~f.c! own 158.5
cc-pVQZ ~f.c! own 158.2
cc-pCVTZ own 157.9
cc-pCVQZ own 157.3

CCSD~T,E4T! 54 158.6
6-31G(3d f ) 54 159.3

MP2 TZ2P 56 157.1
DZP 55 157.3

B3LYP aug-cc-pVTZ 53 158.2
DFT 54 158.9
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
-

ti-
de-
e

implement the algorithm for calculating derivatives of oth
properties such as dipole moments, nuclear shieldings,
indirect nuclear spin–spin coupling constants. Point-gro
symmetry has been implemented inDALTON 1.2 as presented
in Sec. III.

The default step length inDALTON is 0.01a0 . With this
step length, derivatives up to fourth order can be calcula
to four significant digits, provided the underlying proper
~i.e., energy, gradient, or Hessian! has been converged t
10212 a.u. Fifth-order finite-difference derivatives, by co

TABLE VII. ZPV-corrected ground-state geometry of AlH3 and its isoto-
pomers, calculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ level of theory.

r AlH r AlD QHAlD

AlH3 159.2
AlH2D 159.1 159.0 119.96
AlHD2 158.9 158.9 120.03
AlD3 158.8
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VIII. Harmonic frequencies of AlH3 and AlD3 at different levels of theory~cm21!.

Model Basis Ref. v1 v2 v3 v4

AlH3 CCSD~T! cc-pCVQZ own 1964.3 712.3 1969.1 803.0
cc-pCVTZ own 1940.8 718.2 1946.0 797.0

CCSD~T,E4T! I 54 1961.2 725.7 1968.4 806.8
II 54 1910.6 704.7 1920.1 783.7

MP2 TZ2P 56 2024.2 737.6 2021.0 830.7
DZP 55 2014.4 745.6 2020.3 823.0

DFT 54 1894.9 674.5 1926.6 782.5
AlD3 CCSD~T! cc-pCVQZ own 1389.5 528.7 1428.4 581.1

cc-pCVTZ own 1372.9 533.0 1411.6 576.8
CCSD~T,E4T! I 54 1387.3 538.5 1427.5 584.0

II 54 1351.5 522.9 1392.6 567.2
MP2 TZ2P 56 1429.7 517.8 1468.4 601.2

DZP 55 1424.9 553.3 1465.2 595.7
DFT 54 1339.9 500.2 1397.3 565.7
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trast, are difficult to calculate to more than two or three s
nificant digits with this step length, making them less use
for application work. If necessary, the step length may
changed to increase precision according to Eq.~12!.

V. THE QUARTIC FORCE FIELD
FOR THE ISOTOPOMERS OF AlH3

In this section, the quartic force field of the isotopome
of AlH3 , calculated at the CCSD~T! level of theory, is pre-
sented. From the force field expanded around the equilibr
geometry, we calculate the harmonic and fundamental vib
tional frequencies as well as the zero-point vibrational c
rections to the molecular geometry. All calculations were c
ried out usingDALTON 1.2, locally extended to include the
numerical-differentation scheme described Sec. IV.

A. Computational details

The accurate calculation of force fields depends cr
cally on the quality of the one-electron basis set. The ba
set requirements were established from exploratory calc
tions on AlH and AlH3 , using a variety of correlation
consistent basis sets.37–40 The final AlH3 force field was
calculated by numerical differentiation of the CCSD~T! en-
ergy, using the correlation-consistent core-valence basis
cc-pCVXZ.37,38Whereas the harmonic force field was calc
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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lated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ level, using a step length o
1023a0 , the anharmonic force field was generated at the l
expensive CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ level, using a step length o
1022a0 . All calculations were carried out at the optimize
molecular geometry, applying the frozen-core approximat
for the aluminum 1s electrons.

Since the force constants have been obtained by fi
difference, it is important to establish to what extent the h
monic and fundamental frequencies are affected by num
cal noise. Concerning the harmonic frequencies, a sim
analysis of step length and precision in the energy shows
the noise in the quadratic force constants gives errors o
most 0.1 cm21. A similar error analysis is more difficult to
carry out for the fundamental frequencies. Instead, we h
investigated the effect of numerical noise by altering all t
nonzero force constants using shifts chosen randomly
tween20.01 and 0.01 a.u. The maximum shift here is pro
ably an order of magnitude larger than any likely numeri
errors from the differentiation process, yet the fundamen
frequencies hardly changes at all. The fundamental frequ
cies should thus be accurate to a few tenths cm21.

B. Basis-set considerations

For the accurate calculation of vibrational frequenci
core correlation is important for first-row atoms41–43 and
.8

.2
.2
.1
.0
.4
.8
.0
.8
.8
.5
.6
.6
.4
TABLE IX. Harmonic frequencies of AlH2D and AlHD2 at different levels of theory~cm21!.

Model Basis Ref. v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6

AlH2D CCSD~T! cc-pCVQZ own 1966.0 1415.5 802.6 656.7 1969.0 663
cc-pCVTZ own 1942.6 1398.8 796.7 662.4 1945.9 659

CCSD~T,E4T! I 54 1963.7 1414.3 806.5 669.1 1968.2 667
II 54 1913.9 1379.0 783.4 649.8 1919.9 648

MP2 TZ2P 56 2022.1 1455.6 830.4 680.2 2024.1 687
DZP 55 2016.4 1451.9 822.7 687.5 2020.1 652

DFT 54 1904.2 1377.1 778.6 650.2 1928.9 626
AlHD2 CCSD~T! cc-pCVQZ own 1967.5 1402.5 581.8 596.0 1428.4 736

cc-pCVTZ own 1944.2 1385.8 577.5 601.3 1411.6 730
CCSD~T,E4T! I 54 1965.9 1400.8 584.6 607.3 1427.6 739

II 54 1916.9 1365.2 567.8 589.8 1392.7 718
MP2 TZ2P 56 2023.0 1442.6 601.9 617.4 1468.4 761

DZP 55 2018.2 1438.4 596.4 624.0 1378.5 754
DFT 54 1917.1 1359.0 559.8 576.6 1396.6 714
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE X. Fundamentals of AlH3 and AlD3 from calculations and experiments~cm21!.

Method Ref. n1 n2 n3 n4

AlH3 CCSD~T! own 1903.1 709.1 1907.1 794.5
experiment 54 674.5 1882.9 783.6
experiment 56 697.6 1882.7 783.5
experiment 55 697.8 1882.8 783.4
semiempirical 56 1880.6 697.8 1881.4 782.5

AlD3 CCSD~T! own 1359.5 526.8 1396.0 579.3
experiment 54 512.5 1377.9 568.5
experiment 56 513.9 1376.5 568.4
experiment 55 513.8 1378.1 568.2
semiempirical 56 1344.4 517.8 1344.4 569.5
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even more so for second-row atoms.19,44,45 In addition, the
accurate calculation of vibrational frequencies require
flexible description of the outer-valence region. In this s
tion, we investigate the basis-set requirements for the vib
tional frequencies of AlH3 , using basis sets augmented wi
tight functions~the cc-CVXZ basis sets! or diffuse functions
~the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set basis sets!. In addition, some
calculations are carried out with both diffuse and tight fun
tions added~the aug-cc-pCVXZ basis sets!. To reduce cost,
these exploratory calculations have been carried out mo
for the smaller AlH molecule.

The results of our the investigations on AlH are collect
in Table II. Note that the frozen-core approximation has be
applied in two ways: In one set of calculations, the froze
core approximation is used for the 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals on
aluminum; in the other calculations, only the 1s orbital is
frozen. Since the added tight functions contribute mainly
the core, the differences between the cc-pVXZ and
cc-pCVXZ results with a large frozen core are rather sm
For the bond length, the largest difference of 0.4 pm occ
at the TZ level; for the frequency, the largest difference is
cm21 and occurs at the 5Z level. As expected, the differen
between the cc-pCVXZ calculations with different frozen
cores~which more properly represent the effect of core c
relation! are larger: Up to 0.5 pm for bond distances~at the
5Z level! and up to 5 cm21 for the harmonic frequency~at
the TZ level!.

Next, turning our attention to the diffuse functions
Table II, we note that the harmonic frequency of AlH d
creases when diffuse functions are added, although the e
becomes less pronounced for larger basis sets. Thus, w
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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the frequency decreases by 15 cm21 upon augmentation a
the valence TZ level, it decreases by less than 2 cm21 at the
5Z level. By contrast, the bond length increases upon a
mentation, but only by 0.2 pm or less. Note that, for a giv
cardinal numberX, the calculations with the large froze
core give a good estimate of the effect of adding diffu
functions in the calculations with only 1s frozen.

Some of the calculations for AlH were repeated f
AlH3 , see Table III. Going from the large to the small froz
core, there is a significant change in geometry and frequ
cies in the cc-pCVQZ basis: The bond distance decrease
0.7 pm, the stretching frequenciesv1 and v3 increase by
about 12 cm21, and the bending frequencies increase by 1
cm21. In the smaller cc-pCVTZ basis, the effect of core co
relation is smaller except for the bending frequencies. W
regard to diffuse augmentation, the effect is smaller for Al3

than for AlH. At the QZ level, the equilibrium geometry i
unaffected, while the frequencies decrease by 1–3 cm21.

Based on these observations, we have calculated th
nal harmonic force field of AlH3 at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ
level, while the anharmonic force field has been calculate
the less expensive CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ level, as advocated
by Martin et al.46–48 In both calculations, the 1s orbital on
aluminum was kept frozen. From the discussion above
from previous work on geometries49 and
frequencies,41,46,47,50,51we expect these basis sets to gi
bond distances within about 0.2 pm of the CCSD~T! basis-
set limit and fundamentals within about 5 cm21 of this limit.
The force constants are reported in Tables IV and V.
0
.0
.6
2
.4
6
.0
.7
.8
.0
TABLE XI. Fundamentals of AlH2D and AlHD2 from calculations and experiments~cm21!.

Method Ref. n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6

AlH2Da CCSD~T! own 1906.4 1383.7 797.6 660.0 1908.0 654.
experiment 54 1881.5 1367.5 780.5 651.0 1882.5 646
experiment 56 1881.2 1367.3 780.6 651.8 1882.7 645
experiment 55 1367.2 781.0 652.4 1882 646.
semiempirical 56 1880.9 1366.8 782.2 649.3 1881.3 643

AlHD2 CCSD~T! own 1907.0 1372.8 579.2 731.6 1397.2 593.
experiment 54 1881.8 1355.0 570.6 716.0 1378.0 586
experiment 56 1881.2 1355.2 570.8 716.4 1377.9 586
experiment 55 1882 1355.5 571.0 716.7 1378.5 586
semiempirical 56 1881.0 1355.6 570.1 717.4 1378.0 584

aFermi resonance accounted for~see text!.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C. Molecular structure

In Table VI, we compare our calculated equilibrium g
ometries with previous calculations. Our bond lengths
shorter than in the previous coupled-cluster calculatio
These discrepancies are explained by the use of larger b
sets and core correlation in our calculations—in gene
bond lengths shorten as the basis increases and when
correlation is introduced.49,52 We also note that, whereas th
quoted MP2 bonds are shorter than the CCSD~T! bonds, the
DFT bonds are longer. No experimental bond lengths
available for AlH3 .53 However, benchmark calculations an
convergence studies suggest that our bond lengths shou
accurate to about 0.2 pm—see, for instance, Ref. 49.

From the harmonic and anharmonic force fields cal
lated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ level with 1s frozen, we
have estimated the zero-point vibrational~ZPV! corrections
to the geometries of AlH3 and its isotopomers, using th
technique of A˚ strand and co-workers2,7—see Table VII. For
all four isotopomers, there is a significant difference betwe
the averaged and equilibrium geometries. All bond distan
increase upon averaging—in particular, the AlH bonds. C
cerning bond angles, we note that the HAlH and HAlD bo
angles increase in AlH2D and AlHD2, respectively; as a re
sult, the HAlD and DAlD bond angles decrease in the sa
isotopomers.

D. Harmonic and fundamental frequencies

There have been a number experimental studies of
vibrational levels of AlH3 and its isotopomers. The exper
mental work has only been concerned with the dipo
allowed vibrational transitions—see, for example, Refs. 5
57. Ab initio calculations have also been performed by th
authors—mainly in an attempt to assign the vibratio
modes using the harmonic approximation, although in o
study the anharmonicity was modeled using a semiempir
method.55 A review of the theoretical and experimental r
sults can be found in Ref. 58.

In Tables VIII and IX, the harmonic frequencies a
compared with previous calculations. For theD3h isoto-
pomers AlH3 and AlD3 in Table VIII, there is oneA18 mode
(v1), oneA29 mode (v2), and two sets of doubly degenera
E8 modes (v3 andv4). For AlH2D and AlHD2 of C2v sym-
metry in Table IX, theA18 andA29 modes subduce into anA1

mode (v1) and aB1 mode (v4), respectively, whereas eac
degenerateE8 modes subduces into anA1 mode (v2 and
v3) and aB2 mode (v5 andv6).

The frequencies in best agreement with ours are thos
the CCSD~T, E4T! calculations.54 The DFT frequencies are
consistently lower than ours, whereas the MP2 frequen
are higher—in agreement with our previous observation
the DFT and MP2 calculations give bond distances that
too short and long, respectively. In view of the high flexib
ity of the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ model, we believe that thes
calculations are the most accurate.

The fundamentals listed in Tables X and XI have be
calculated with SPECTRO59 from our force fields, using
second-order perturbation theory. In the tables, we have
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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included experimental frequencies as well as frequen
from a previous calculation, determined from a semiemp
ical refinement of a harmonic potential as described in R
60 and 61. The semiempirical fundamentals differ by le
than 5 cm21 from the experimental measurements, except
n3 of AlD3 , which differs by 23 cm21. In passing, we note
that, for AlH2D, there is a weak type-1 Fermi resonan
between modes 2 and 4; the table gives the perturbed res
In fact, there is also a very weak type-2 resonance in AlHD2,
between modes 1, 2, and 3, but the results are hardly affe
by taking account of this.

A comparison with experiment shows that the calcula
fundamentals are generally 10–25 cm21 larger than the ex-
perimental ones. The largest discrepancy of about 26 c21

occurs forn5 in AlH2D, although other stretching vibration
in both theD3h and C2v isotopomers show similar differ
ences. The smallest discrepancy is about 8 cm21 is found for
the n4 andn6 mode in AlH2D.

Discrepancies of this magnitude are larger than the ty
cal errors at this level of theory—for gas-phase fundam
tals, errors of half this magnitude or less would be expec
Indeed, where there have been larger apparent discrepan
these have usually been shown to arise from problems in
analysis of the gas-phase results. We would certainly exp
our calculations to give the fundamentals to well within
cm21.41,46,47,50,62–64Setting aside the possibility of misinter
pretation of the experimental spectra, it thus seems lik
that matrix effects are responsible for much of the remain
difference.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed a scheme for numerical differen
tion of energies and force constants, with emphasis on
use of molecular point-group symmetry. Our approa
which has been implemented in a development version
DALTON 1.2, has been applied to AlH3 and its three deuterate
isotopomers. In particular, we have calculated the quadr
force constants at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ level and the cu-
bic and quartic force constants at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ
level, with the 1s orbital on aluminum kept frozen. From
these force constants, we have calculated harmonic and
damental frequencies of all four isotopomers, as well as th
vibrationally averaged equilibrium structures. The fund
mentals calculated in this paper differ significantly from t
experimental values. We believe that the discrepancies
due to both errors in the calculations and matrix effects.
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